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Preface

The late T. Stokes was a veteran of  British Intelligence who
interviewed people  close to Churchill.  Winston Churchill
was a Satanist, homosexual and alcoholic who took bribes
and sold out his country to advance Rothschild's Masonic
Jewish world tyranny.

 COMMENT FROM BRIAN M

My father knew Trevor Stokes well He said he was a renegade
who would not work within the rules, he was only tolerated
as he got  the job done, he would use the enemies methods
back on them, he made many personal enemies, only Arthur
Martin and Peter Wright supported him, but rule breakers
never prosper. He is now remembered as the man who said
all along Philby was guilty,  and when  Philby Burgess
Mclean wanted to come home, it was Rothschild who blocked
it, same as he blocked the Rusian royals from coming to the
UK He was perhaps the first who fingered Rothschild, after
a long argument with Peter Wright. But he had very close
links to Churchill and knew what Churchill was. These rebel
types are no longer tolerated in the Intelligence world and
maybe that's a good thing.
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Winston Churchill Was Bankers' Puppet
John Stokes

THIS VERSION OF THE "V" SALUTE IS A GREETING BY
RABBIS IN THE HEBREW TRADITION. The hand split down
the centre represents the 2 fingers on each side of the "V" in deVil,

as the initials DE and IL represent the fingers." See also Leonard Nimoy's
Vulcan sign is Invocation of the Devil

Winston Churchill who led Britain into two world wars with his famous
"victory" salute is still revered by many people. In a recent rigged
newspaper poll, he was voted Britain's greatest Englishman.

Churchill was a long-term Zionist puppet and served their interest before
that of Britain. He was a Druid priest, a 33rd degree Mason and member
of the Golden Dawn. Masonry is a secret elitist anti-democratic anti-
Christian satanic cult.
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His "V" salute is a recognized greeting of the horned god, the symbol of
the Devil worshipping Illuminati. The initial "V" is the 22nd letter in the
alphabet, a sacred number in Hebrew numerology, and corresponds in the
tarot pack to the major arcana.

Winston changed sides in his political career four times. His skills were
on offer on several more occasions for the right price. He was known in
the House of Commons as 'The Shithouse' from his initials WC.

He accepted £150,000 from the Rothschild's bankers to bring Britain into
WWII against Germany, and to drag in the USA.

Archbishop Lang, the Church of England expert on occult subjects, prior
to WWII was privy to Churchill's putting together the "Black Team."
These were wartime astrologers, dowsers and ritual magicians, under the
stewardship of Louis de Whol.

Dennis Wheatley, Dion Fortune, Dr. Alexander Cannon and Ian Fleming
all claimed that Churchill had wartime dealings with Aleister Crowley,
and the famous East End spirit medium Joe Benjamin, who was often
advertised in the sixties as, Winston's favourite medium.

SATANIC RITUALS

(left. Devil's Chimney, scene of
satanic rituals.)

Sefton Delmer the black
propaganda and psyops chief,
confirmed that 33rd degree
Masons Churchill and Aleister
Crowley were involved in satanic
ritual sacrifices at the Devils
Chimney in Gloucestershire.

Churchill wanted occult advice on all wartime events and insisted on fake
astrological and other hate propaganda leaflets being dropped from British
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aircraft over Germany. (See, Dennis Wheatley Dr Alexander Cannon and
Dion Fortunes books )

The Rothschild operative and general toe-rag, Sir Anthony Blunt has said
Hitler was negotiating for peace right through the war and sent his deputy
Rudolph Hess to Britain to pursue an honourable peace. Churchill
executed the Rothschild agenda for the total destruction of Germany as
seen in his needless firebombing of German dormitory cities. This was
the typical "Satanic Sacrifice" as recorded in the Old Testament as a "burnt
offering " and in the biblical burning of witches.

Genesis; 22.1-2:  'God said unto Abraham take your only son Isaac whom
you love, and go to the land of Moriah, and offer him there as a burnt
offering'

BENGAL FAMINE, BRIBE-TAKER

Sir Anthony Blunt expressed his distaste at Churchill's support of the
Soviet rape squads that defiled the women and children in the last days of
the Third Reich. The firebombing of German cities was only equalled by
Churchill's refusal to help India in the 1943 famine disasters. Meanwhile,
Churchill sent food and arms to Russia. Surely this is Satanism at its worst.

Patrick Kinna [Churchill's private secretary] tells us we were reading the
German Enigma codes so knew which ships would be sunk. We sent out
decoy ships to keep the U Boats away from those ships we wanted kept
safe. We knew the town of Coventry would be bombed but Churchill did
not evacuate and left the people to their fate.

Britain's intelligence services had saturation coverage of the Third Reich
up to and through WWII and told us the Germans were a threat to Russia,
- not Britain.

Churchill formed his own people in the S.O.E who were recruited from
leftie rabble-rousers and socialist sympathizers, and were told to; "set
Europe ablaze." The purpose was to sacrifice Europe and to ensure
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Germany would clamp down on resistance, which was exactly what
happened.

(Curiously, Spock makes the same
Rabbinical sign)

It was suggested to me some years ago,
that Churchill was blackmailed by the
Jews over a homosexual affair with his
secretary. Compare with the Prime
Minister Edward Heath's "sailor boy"
activities, and the Tony Blair-Lord Levy
"Miranda" revelations." Churchill's
biographer Sir Martin Gilbert discussed
with several people Churchill many
visits to the dens of teenage male

prostitution in Morocco.

Soviet spy Eugene Ivanov was just one who documented Churchill's
alcoholism and mental instability, all now in G.R.U archives.

Churchill accepted secret bribes in W W I under the name of Colonel
Arden, and one of his bank accounts in W W II is alleged to be in the name
of A Connolly.

WAR MONGER

Britain in the thirties had a posture that assisted Germany in its anti-Russia
stance, yet Churchill turned the tables and decided Germany was the
enemy and took us to war.

Hitler had a thing about the Anglo Saxon race, (Germany, Britain and the
U.S.A) and did not want war with us.

If we had listened to our intelligence services, we would have let Russia
and Germany fight it out, and we could have easily dealt with the
weakened winner, and the Cold war would never have happened.
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But Churchill had Vernon Kell [founder of MI-5], reputedly the world's
best intelligence chief, retired off and murdered. Naval Intelligence head
Admiral Sir Barry Domville was incarcerated for the duration of the war
for his opposition to Rothschild's plans.

Churchill sold himself to the bankers against the welfare of his own nation,
in the manner of a modern Judas.

Churchill took us into WWII because the bankers wanted to subdue
Germany. All wars are fought for the goals of the bankers.



THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH

CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!

At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE


